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Urbanism @ BORDERS
First Conference: Urbanism at Borders 2018
Scott Sutherland School of Architecture & Built Environment
Robert Gordon University
Venues: N309/310/311 & Amphitheatre, Sir Ian Wood Building, Riverside East, Garthdee Road, Aberdeen AB10 7GJ

5 September 2018, Wednesday
Venue: Amphitheatre
09:00-09:05 Registration
09:05-09:10 Inaugural: Dr Quazi Zaman, Convenor and Editor
09:15-09:30 Foreword: Professor David McClean, Head of School, Scott Sutherland School of Architecture and Built Environment
09:30-09:45 Driving Global Research in RGU: Professor Paul Hagan, Vice Principal (Research)

09:45-10:15 Keynote: Alan Dunlop, Professor RGU and Practising Architect, Glasgow, UK: Bridging Ireland-Scotland

Session 1. Venue: N309  Chair: Jose Salceda-Landez
10:40-11:10 “Leaving New Cities: Borders as generators (Ronaldos Ussinhas, David Lombrana, Cherrie Zhang, Hao Wu and Chaofei Yang, Scott Sutherland School, Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen, UK)
11:10-11:40 The River That Takes Us. Territorial Landscape of Water (Carme Carpella Zapietsa, Barcelona Technical School of Architecture, ETSAAB, Spain)

Session 2. Venue: N311  Chair: Blanca Basseassara
10:40-11:10 Typology of Boundaries and Their Effects on Paired Border Cities (Roya Erkan, Yildiz Technical University, Turkey)
11:10-11:40 Borders(s)lines the old railway in Aberdeen: between isolation and connection (Cecilia Zecca, Scott Sutherland School, Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen, UK)

11:40-12:10 Degenerative regeneration (UNA Moverak, University College Cork, Ireland)
12:10-12:40 Session discussion/ Question & Answer: Chair to lead
LUNCH BREAK (12:30-14:00)

14:00-15:00 Keynote: Norman McCann, Professor RGU and Energy Research Specialist, RGU, UK: Cross-Border Energy Share and Bridging Sino-British Trading Links followed by Q&A Session (Venue: Amphitheatre)

Session 3. Room N309  Chair: Theo Doukas
15:00-15:30 Barriers of a Continuum from Integration to Segregation (Huda Salman, Scott Sutherland School, Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen, UK)
15:30-16:00 Negotiating Borders and the Pneumonia to the Monastery of St George Koundounas (Christos Kakanis, School of Architecture, Planning & Landscape, Newcastle University, UK)
16:00-16:30 Session discussion/ Question & Answer: Chair to lead

LUNCH BREAK (18:00-19:30: Drinks Reception at St Nicholas Room, The Town House, Union Street, Aberdeen (courtesy of The Lord Provost of Aberdeen)

18:30-20:30 CONFERENCE DINNER (18:30-20:30) Robert Gordon University

6 September 2018, Thursday
Venue: Amphitheatre
09:00-09:30 Keynote: Neil Gilespie, Professor RGU and Practicing Architect - Reaich & Hall, Edinburgh, UK: Practice at Cross Border (Venue: Amphitheatre)

Session 5. Room N309  Chair: Huda Salman
10:00-10:30 Borderlinebadminton is Urbanism: Remarks on Life (Margarethe Martínez Perez, University of Johannesburg, S Africa)
11:00-11:30 Displaced Vulnerability and Survival within Underclass Micro-Cultures (Momash J Snowden, USA)
12:00-12:30 People, Places and Relationships: An investigation into the social-cultural processes taking place in Ranchi (Yaddee Rajpat, Dayananda Sagar College of Architecture, Bangalore, India)

Session 6. Room N311  Chair: Stephen Vertigans
10:00-10:30 Experiencing Authenticity through city (Mehdiar Ahd, Institute for Art & Culture, Lahore, Pakistan)
11:00-11:30 Unplaced Vulnerability and Survival within Underclass Micro-Cultures (Momash J Snowden, USA)
12:00-12:30 Walk the Line: Travelling the Yorkshire Dales’ dry walls (Luke Murray & Lily Kuld, London South Bank University, UK)

Session 7. Room N311  Chair: Jonathan Scott
10:00-10:30 Borderlinebadminton is Urbanism: Remarks on Life (Margarethe Martínez Perez, University of Johannesburg, S Africa)
11:00-11:30 Displaced Vulnerability and Survival within Underclass Micro-Cultures (Momash J Snowden, USA)
12:00-12:30 People, Places and Relationships: An investigation into the social-cultural processes taking place in Ranchi (Yaddee Rajpat, Dayananda Sagar College of Architecture, Bangalore, India)

Conference Registration
13:15-13:45: Closing Sessions: Synopsis introduction of non-attendees’ papers (1) Programmed Spaces: Redefining the Border Condition (Rima Abousleiman, USA); (2) Regional Features Of Development Of Almaty Agglomeration Of The Republic Kazakhstan (Gulneza Nyusupova, Al Farabi Kazakh National University, Kazakhstan and (4) The Boundaries of Heritage: The Paradoxes of Our Proto (Ricardo Abadella, University of Comodra) and discussion of their papers

Overview of Research Issues and Declaration Second Conference: Urbanism at Borders Conference in Spain, All Chairs and Convenors

LUNCH BREAK (13:15-14:00)

Optional Tour (14:00-17:00)